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1. THE DIFFERENTIAL FIELD M: STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND RESULTS 
Historically, some complex functions, say polynomials P(z), or sin z, ez, etc., have 
been regarded as elementary (from the viewpoint of applications, human psychology, 
or pedagogy), while others, say the Euler f-function and the Riemann (-function 
have been assumed to be of a higher order of subtlety or complexity, see [2], [6]. Most 
attempts to formalize these ideas, within the ring of entire holomorphic functions- or, 
more likely, within its quotient field M of all meromorphic functions in the complex 
plane C, see [9] [14] [16], have been based on the structural or axiomatic properties of 
M as a differential field. Namely, M has the structure of a commutative field, under 
the usual operations of addition f + g and multiplication f g of meromorphic functions 
j, g E M; and further there is the derivation or differentiation operation f -+ f' = ~~ 
which is additive(!+ g)'= f' + g' and Leibnitzian (!g)'= f'g + fg'. 
In this investigation of differential independence of meromorphic functions in M, 
see Definition 1.1 below, we usually refer to the familiar description 
(1.1) M = {! : z -7 f(z) E rc I f holomorphic at all points z E rc, 
excepting the isolated poles off} 
and we shall introduce a hierarchy of complexity: starting from the subfield of con-
stants 
(1.2) c = {f EM I !' = 0}, 
then the ring of polynomials and its quotient field of all rational functions 
(1.3) C(z) = {f EM I f has only a finite set of poles in C, and 
lim f(z)exists- either finite or oo (i.e. a pole)}, 
Z-700 
and leading towards and then measuring the full complexity of M by means of the 
differential transcendence degree (see Definition 1.3 below), 
(1.4) Diff-Trans 8°M/C = c , 
where c is the cardinality of the continuum, [3]. For the proof of our principal result 
(1.4) in Theorem 2.3 below, our main task is the construction of a family { ~r I r E ll4} 
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of entire functions, which are differential independent over C, and this is carried out 
explicitly later in Section 2 of this paper. 
We assume known the fundamental concepts and theory of abstract, i.e. axiomatic, 
differential fields, [5][7][8][10][11][16], and here we merely review briefly the relevant 
results and notations for the particular case of the differential field M. For this 
immediate purpose we consider an arbitrary differential subfield IF of M, that is, IF is 
a subfield of M and moreover f E IF implies f' E JF, and we always assume that 
CciFcM, 
i.e. all differential subfields considered here contain the constant field C. In this case 
a function g E M is said to be diff-algebraic (differential algebraic) over IF just in 
case: there exists a non-trivial polynomial expression (or polynomial form in the 
sense of algebra) P, with coefficients in IF and in, say c5 + 1 ;::::: 1, unknowns or 
· d · { o 1 2 o} · P( o 1 2 o) h m etermmates w , w , w , ... , w - so we can wnte w , w , w , ... , w - sue 
that the meromorphic function 
(1.5) P(g(z),g'(z),g"(z), ... ,g(8l(z)) = 0 for all z E C. 
That is, g satisfies a polynomial (algebraic1 possibly nonlinear) ordinary differential 
equation (1.5), with coefficients in IF (not all zero) - and we note that the superscripts 
on { w0, w1, w2 , ... , w8} correspond to the orders of differentiation of g: NB they are 
not exponents. 
Otherwise, when no such non-trivial polynomial expression exists, g is called diff-
transcendental (differential transcendental) over IF. 
Next consider two differential subfields of M, say IF c G - so IF is a subfield of G, 
and G is an extension field of IF. If each function g E G is cliff-algebraic over IF, then 
G is called a diff-algebraic extension of IF (or G is cliff-algebraic over IF) - otherwise 
G is diff-transcendental over JF. 
Here P (referred to in (1.5) )is a polynomial expression (merely an appropriate 
array of coefficients, say in IF or C, as the case may be) as distinct from a polynomial 
function (say from CH1 into C). However, we often refer to P as a polynomial 
when the meaning is clear by the notation or context - in order to avoid awkward 
phraseology. In some references [8] P is designated as a "differential polynomial" 
form P ( w 0 ), in terms of the "differential indeterminate" w0 . 
Remark 1.1. Let IF be a differential subfield of M, and we consider the adjunction 
of an element g E M to construct the differential field IF < g >, namely the smallest 
differential field in M which contains IF and g. That is, IF < g > is the intersection 
of all differential subfields of M which each contains IF and g (and hence g', g", etc.). 
From a constructive viewpoint, an element h E M belongs to IF < g > just in case 
h is equal to some rational expression, with coefficients in IF, involving g and some 
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finite number of the derivatives of g - since this set of elements clearly constitutes a 
differential subfield of M containing IF and g. 
From such a constructive description of IF < g > we recognize that this field is 
the same as the countable adjunction IF(g, g', g", ... ) , considering these fields without 
reference to differentiation. Then it is straightforward to demonstrate that IF < g > 
is cliff-algebraic over IF if and only if IF(g, g', g", ... ) has a finite transcendence degree 
over IF (in the usual sense of the algebra of field extensions, see [19], [20]). 
As a consequence of this remark we note that IF < g > is cliff-algebraic over IF if 
and only if g is cliff-algebraic over IF, see [7], [8], [11]. As a trivial example we observe 
that C < z >= C(z) is cliff-algebraic over <C. 
As before, a finite adjunction 
is cliff-algebraic over IF if and only if G has a finite transcendence degree over the field 
IF; and this happens if and only if every g1 is cliff-algebraic over IF, for j = 1, ... , N. 
More generally we define the differential field IF < 9a >, for the prescribed family 
{ga EM Ia E A, an index set}, as the smallest differential subfield of M containing 
IF and every element g0 , for a E A. Then IF< g0 > (abbreviating for F < 9ala E A >) 
is cliff-algebraic over IF if and only if every g0 is cliff-algebraic over IF, see [7] and [8, 
Ch II, Section 8]. 
Using these ideas, by familiar methods, we arrive at the general result for differential 
subfields of M, 
(1. 7) 
namely, (see [8, Ch II, Section 8] and [11]): 
If G2 is cliff-algebraic over G1 and G1 is cliff-algebraic over IF, 
then G2 is cliff-algebraic over IF. 
The following definition makes precise the concept of the differential independence 
of a function family {ga E M I a E A, an index set } , over a differential subfield 
IF c M. 
Definition 1.1. A (non-empty) finite set of functions ofM, say {g1,g2, ... ,gN} for 
some N ~ 1, is diff-independent (differential independent), over a given differential 
subfield IF C M, in case: 
there is no (non-trivial) polynomical expression P, with coefficients in IF and in 
N 
.2:: (1 + 6j) indeterminates wj, j = 1, ... , N and m = 0, 1, ... , 6j, (6j ~ 0), say, 
J=l 
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such that the meromorphic function 
P(g1(z), g~ (z), g; (z), ... , gi151) (z), 92(z), g;(z), ... , g~152 )(z), ... , 
(1.9) 9N(z),g~(z), ... ,g~N)(z)) = 0 
for all z E C. 
More generally, a family {9alo: E A, an index set} of functions 9a EM foro: E A, 
is diff-independent over lF just in case: 
each (non-empty) finite subset of functions of this family is diff-independent 
over JF. 
Remark 1.2. In other words, for a cliff-independent family {9alo: E A} the only 
polynomial expression P of the form (1.8) that is annulled by a finite subfamily of 
these functions is the trivial polynomial with all coefficients zero. On the other hand, 
if there exists a non-trivial polynomial P which is annulled by some finite subfamily, 
then {9a I o: E A} is called diff-dependent over lF. 
We specifically emphasize that for the indeterminates wj in (1.8) above, the upper 
index relates to the order of differentiation of 9Jm), and is not an exponent. This obser-
vation is emphasized by the occasional reference, see [8], to Pin (1.8) as a differential 
polynomial form involving the differential indeterminates { w~, w~, ... , wR,}. 
Remark 1.3. Let {9alo: E A} be a family of functions, 9a EM foro: E A, which is 
cliff-independent over a differential subfield lF E M. Then the functions of the family 
are different, that is, 
9a1 -=/= 9a2 for 0:'1 -=/= 0:'2 E A. 
Moreover, each of these functions is itself cliff-transcendental over lF. 
Remark 1.4. A family of functions {9alo: E A} in M is cliff-independent over the 
differential field C( z) if and only if: 
For each finite subfamily, say {g1 , g2 , ... , 9N }, there exists no non-trivial polynomial 
N 
expression P, with coefficients in C and in 1 + L: (1 + 6j) indeterminates, z and wj 
j=1 
(for j = 1, 2 ... , Nand m = 0, 1, ... 6j, with 6j 2: 0), say 
(1 10) P( 0 1 2 81 0 1 82 0 1 15N) . z,w1,w1,w1, ... ,w1 ,w2 ,w2 , ... ,w2 , ... ,wN,wN, ... ,wN , 
such that the meromorphic function 
P(z, 91 (z), g~ (z), g; (z), ... , gi15I)(z), g2(z), g~(z), ... , g~152 ) (z), ... , 
(1.11) 9N(z),g~(z), ... ,g~N)(z)) = 0 
for all z E C. 
- ----~-----~~~~~~~~~~~~~------------------------
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This Remark 1.4 follows immediately from Definition 1.1, with the field lF = C(z) = 
C < z >,provided we observe that a non-trivial polynomial expression P, as in (1.10), 
can also be regarded as a non-trivial polynomial expression, as in (1.8) above with 
coefficients that are polynomials of C( z), involving the remaining indeterminates wj 
for j = 1, 2, ... , Nand m = 0, 1, ... , 6j. 
Now consider the case where the differential subfield G c M is a cliff-transcendental 
extension of a prescribed differential field JF. Then it is known, see [8, Ch II, Section 
9] and [11], that there exists a differential transcendence basis for G over lF, as in the 
next definition. 
Definition 1.2. Let G be a differential subfield of M and a diff-transcendental ex-
tension of the differential field lF, so 
CclFcGcM. 
Then a family of functions {ga E G Ia E A} is a diff-transcendence basis for G over 
lF in case: 
(a) the family {gala E A} is diff-independent over lF, 
and 
(b) the family {ga Ia E A} diff-spans G in the sense that G is diff-algebraic over 
lF < ga > (abbreviationforlF <gala E A>). 
In connection with the concept of a diff-transcendence basis ofG over lF, it is further 
known that, {8, Ch II Section 9}: 
(i) each family { g13 E GI,B E B}, which is diff-independent over lF, can be enlarged 
(augmented) to constitute a diff-transcendence basis for G over lF; 
(ii) any such family of functions of G, which diff-spans G over lF as in (b) above, 
must contain a diff-transcendence basis for G over lF. 
From these two observations (i) and (ii) it is straightforward to prove, within ZFC-
set theory, that two cliff-transcendence bases for Gover IF, as in Definition 1.2 above, 
must have the same cardinality. 
Definition 1.3. Let G be a differential subfield ofM and a diff-transcendental exten-
sion of the differential field lF, so 
(1.12) CcJFcGcM. 
Let {9a E G I a E A} be a diff- transcendence basis for G over lF as in Definition 1. 2 
above. 
Then the diff-trtmscendence degree of G over lF is the cardinal number 
(1.13) Diff- Trans o0G/IF = card A. 
As observed above, this diff-transcendence degree does not depend on the choice of the 
dijj"-transcendence basis for G over lF. 
-----------------------------
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Further, if G is diff-algebraic over lF we define 
(1.14) Diff-Trans 8°G/lF = 0. 
Remark 1.5. Consider differential subfields of M 
(1.15) 
Then it follows from Definitions 1.2 and 1.3, in particular the items (i) and (ii) above, 
that (see [8, Ch II Section 9] and [11]): 
(1.16) Diff-Trans 8°G2/lF = Diff-Trans 8°G2/G1 + Diff-Trans 8°G1 /lF. 
With these fundamental concepts and preliminaries in place, we now present an 
intrinsic definition of the elementary functions IE of M, and formulate our principal 
result concerning the cliff-transcendence degree of the differential field M over the 
constant field C, and also over the cliff-elementary field IE, compare [5], [15]. 
Definition 1.4. In the differential field M define the set IE of diff-elementary func-
tions by 
(1.17) IE := {f EM I f diff-algebraic over C}. 
Theorem 1.1. The set IE of diff-elementary functions in M is a differential subfield, 
which is diff-algebraic over C, and hence over C(z). Further, if hEM is diff-algebraic 
over IE, then h E IE. 
Proof. Certainly C and C(z) both lie in IE, see Remark 1.1 above. Now take f, g E IE 
and consider the differential field, C < f, g >, which is cliff-algebraic over C. Then 
f' E C < f, g >, which is cliff-algebraic over C and hence f' E IE. Similarly, the 
rational combinations off and g lie in C < f, g > and hence lie in IE. Therefore IE is 
a differential field, and further IE is cliff-algebraic over C. 
Let h E M be cliff-algebraic over IE. Then IE < h > is cliff-algebraic over IE and 
hence over C. Thus h is cliff-algebraic over C, so h E IE. D 
The next lemma asserts that if g E M is diff-transcendental over any one of the 
differential fields IE, C(z), C, then it is also cliff-transcendental over each of these three 
differential fields. ·(An alternative version of this assertion merely replaces the condi-
tion "cliff-transcendental" by "cliff-algebraic" throughout). In fact, we here present a 
much stronger result. 
Lemma 1.1. If a family {gala E A} of functions ga EM, for a E A an index set, is 
diff-independent over any one of the differential fields IE, C( z), or C, then this family 
is diff-independent over every one of these three differential fields. 
Proof. Assume the family {ga Ia E A} is cliff-independent over IE. Then, a fortiori, the 
family is cliff-independent over C(z) and also over C. In the same way, if {gala E A} 
is cliff-independent over C(z), then it is cliff-independent over C. 
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Therefore, the lemma will be proved if we show that a family {gala: E A} that 
is cliff-independent over C, is necessarily cliff-independent over IE. We proceed by a 
contradiction argument and suppose that {ga Ia: E A} is not cliff-independent over IE. 
In such a case there exists some finite subfamily, say {g1 , g2 , ... , gN} which is not cliff-
independent over IE, and so there exists a non-trivial polynomial P, with coefficients 
in IE, which is nullified upon replacing the unknowns by the functions g1 , g2 , ... , gN, 
and their derivatives, as in Definition 1.1 (1.8) and (1.9). 
Say gN, or its derivatives, appear in P. Then, gN is cliff-algebraic over the differential 
field IE< g1, g2, ... , gN-1 >, and so 
(1.18) 
From (1.16) of Remark 1.5 above, we then observe that 
(1.19) Diff-Trans 8°IE < g1, g2, ... , gN > /C = 
Diff-Trans 8°IE < g1' g2' ... ' g N > /IE + Diff-Trans 8°IE/ c. 
However IE is cliff-algebraic over C, and our supposition then leads to 
(1.20) 
which is impossible. 
N::; Diff- Trans 8°IE < g1, ... , gN /C = 
Diff-Trans 8°IE <go, ... , gN > /IE ::; N- 1 , 
Therefore we conclude that {g1, g2 , ... , gN} being cliff-independent over C implies 
that this same subfamily of N functions is cliff-independent over IE, and hence the 
lemma is proved. 0 
Remark 1.6. In the situation of Lemma 1.1 we often refer to the family 
{gala: E A} as cliff-independent (over C being understood). 
Theorem 1.2. Let <G be a differential sub .field of M, and assume that E C <G. Then 
(1.21) Dijj-Trans 8°<G/IE = Diff-Trans 8°<G/C(z) = Diff-Trans 8°<G/C. 
Proof. If <G is cliff-algebraic over any one of IE, C(z), or C, then it is also cliff-
algebraic over every one of these three differential fields, and, in this case, each term 
in (1.21) is zero, see Lemma 1.1. Thus we need only consider the case where <G is 
diff- transcendental over each of the three differential fields IE, C( z), and C. 
Let {gala: E A}, with ga E <G for each a: E A, an index set as before, be a cliff-
transcendence basis for <G over C. We shall demonstrate that {gala: E A} is also a 
transcendence basis for <G over C( z), and equally well for <G over IE. This will then 
verify that each term in (1.21) is the same cardinal number, namely card A. 
By Lemma 1.1 the family {gala: E A} is cliff-independent over C(z), and also over 
IE. Since {gala: E A} is a cliff-transcendence basis for <Gover C, <G is cliff-algebraic over 
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C < 9a >, (abbreviation for C <gala E A>). But then, a fortiori, G is cliff-algebraic 
over C < z, 9a >, and also over lE < 9a >, because 
(1.22) C < 9a > C C < z, 9o. > C lE < 9a > . 
Thus {gal a E A} is a diff-transcendence basis for G over C( z) = C < z >, and also 
over JE. Therefore the equalities of (1.21) are verified, and the theorem is proved. 0 
By Theorem 1.2 we know that 
(1.23) Diff-Trans 8°M/lE = Diff-Trans 8°M/C(z) = Diff-Trans 8°M/C. 
Recall that card M = c, the cardinality of the continuum, see [3]. This is easily 
established because each entire holomorphic function is determined by a complex 
power series, so the cardinality of the ring of entire functions is cNo = c, and the same 
cardinality describes the quotient field M. Therefore we conclude that 
(1.24) Diff-Trans 8°M/C ~ c . 
The earlier formula (1.4) asserts that equality holds in (1.24) above. This assertion 
will be proved in our principal Theorem 2.3 in Section 2 below. 
We close this introductory Section 1 with some examples of cliff-elementary func-
tions, in the sense of Definition 1.4, and some cliff-transcendental functions and more-
over cliff-independent sets of such functions in the differential field M. 
Example 1.1. We present here an illuminating list of cliff-elementary functions, with 
the corresponding differential polynomials which they nullify in the sense of (1.5) or 
(1.11): 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
Polynomial p E C( z) of degree 6 ~ 0 
sin az for a =I 0 in C 
eaz for a =I 0 in c 
Jk ( z) Bessel function of order k ~ 0 
p(z), Weierstiass p-function, 
w"+1 (i.e. p(<~'+l) (z) = 0) 
w2 + a2wo 
w1 - aw0 
z2w2 + zwl + (z2- k2)wo 
(wl )2- 4(wo)3 + g2wo- 93 
with invariants g2, g3 E C. 
In the Appendix at the end of this paper we discuss the celebrated theorem of Holder 
[2][4] proving that the Euler r -function [1 ][6] is not in lE, but is cliff-transcendental 
over C - see [10] for a similar result for the Riemann (-function [6][13]. We further 
extend these results to demonstrate that the pairs 
r(z), r(sin 2nz) and also r(z), ((sin 2nz) 
are each cliff-independent over C, that is, say, 
(1.25) Diff-Trans 8°C < f(z), ((sin 2nz) > /C = 2. 
It is an unsolved problem as to whether the pair r(z), ((z) is cliff-independent over 
c. 
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2. DIFF-INDEPENDENT SETS OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS 
In order to construct a cliff-independent set of functions { <Pr I r > 0}, as mentioned 
earlier in Section 1, we shall provide a general existence theorem for entire holomor-
phic functions with prescribed values for finitely many derivatives at a given sequence 
of distinct points av E C, for v E N = {1, 2, 3, ... }; an infinite set without accumula-
tion points in C. 
Theorem 2.1. Consider an infinite point set in the complex plane C, with no ac-
cumulation points; so we can then enumerate these points by an injection N ---+ C, 
v ---+ av and the resulting sequence { av} satisfies lim lav I = oo. 
v-too 
For each v E N let there be assigned an integer Ov ~ 0 and a corresponding complex 
function .6.v with domain Dom .6.v C [0, 1, 2, ... , 8vJ, so 
(2.1) .6.v : Dom .6.v ---+ C , 
given by v ---+ .6.v(j) = Cv,j for j E Dom .6.j . Then there exists an entire holomorphic 
function <P, or 
(2.2) z ---+ <P(z) for z = C, 
such that: for each v E N 
(2.3) 
where 
(2.4) Cv,j = .6.v(j) for j = 0, 1, ... , Ov 
(and we assign Cv,j = 0 for j (j Dom .6.v). 
Proof. The celebrated factor-theorem of Weierstrass, see [6], asserts that there exists 
an entire holomorphic function H in C, with zeros of order 8v + 1 at each point av 
for v E N, and furthermore H has no other zeros in C. Fix one such entire function 
H, and in a neighborhood of z = av there is the convergent expansion 
(2.5) 
H(z) h [(z - a )"v+l + h (z - a )6v+2 + ... + h (z - a )2"v+l] + v,l v v,2 v v,c5v+l v 
+O(Iz- avl 26v+2), 
where the constant hv,l =I= 0, for each v E N. 
Further, the partial-fraction-theorem of Mittag-Leffier, see [6], asserts that there 
exists a meromorphic function Min C, with poles at av for v E N, where the principal 
part is 
(2.6) 
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and M has no other poles in C. Here the complex numbers "'fv,o, "'!v,1, ... , "'fv,ov are 
defined by the system of linear equations (where the subscript v is suppressed for 
clarity of presentation). 
(2.7) 'Yo co 
"'/1 + h2"'/0 c1 
"'!2 + h211 + h3"'/o c2/2! 
'Yo + h2"'/o-1 + · · · + h0+1/o co/b! 
Thus, for z in a neighborhood of av, we have 
(2.8) M = - 1- [ "Yv,o + · · · + "'!v,ov ] + analytic function. 
hv,1 (z-av) 0v+1 (z-av) 
Fix the choice of M and then define the meromorphic function, for z E C, 
(2.9) <I>(z) = H(z)M(z), 
which has no poles, excepting poles that might exist at the points av E C, for v E N. 
In this respect examine the function <I> in a neighborhood of av. Here we have the 
convergent expansion (again suppressing the subscript v for clarity) 
(2.10) 
<I>(z) = /o + b1 + h21o) (z- a)+···+ ('Yo+ h2"'/o-1 + · · · + hn1 + ha+no) (z- a) 0 + .... 
That is, near av we have 
(2.11) <I>(z) = Cv,O + Cv,1 (z- ao) + c;l2 (z- av )2 + · · · + ~~)! (z- av )0v + O(lz- aj lov+1 ), 
so <I>(z) is holomorphic at av for every v E N. 
Therefore <I> is an entire holomorphic function for z E C, and 
(2.12) 
for all v E N, as required. D 
Remark 2.1. The entire function <I> is not unique, as satisfying (2.3), since we canal-
ways supplement the point set { av I v E N} by extra points- with arbitrarily assigned 
values for <I> at these new points of C. In particular, if the initially prescribed point 
set is finite, it can be supplemented by an infinite set of points so that the augmented 
point set has no accumulation points in C, and the corresponding construction can 
then be completed. 
We should note further that no restrictions are being imposed on the growth rate 
of <I>(z). Moreover, in the theorems of Weierstrass and Mittag-Leffler the functions 
H and M, respectively, are given through explicit formulas, and accordingly we can 
consider <I> as explicitly constructed, compare [13]. 
--------------------------------------
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We shall use these results to construct an entire function <I>r, for each real r > 0, 
with specified values for <I>r, and for a finite number of derivatives of <I>r, at each point 
of the finite set an = n for n E N0 = {0, 1, 2, 3, ... }, that is, at the origin and the 
integral points on the positive x-axis in the complex plane. 
Definition 2.1. For each fixed real number r > 0 we select an entire holomorphic 
function <I> r ( z) for z E C, with the specified values for each integer o 2: 0, as designated 
by: 
(2.13) <I>r(n) = e(e•n) at n= 0,1,2,3,4, ... 
<I>~(n) = Exp1 (eee"n)) at n= 1, 2, 3, 4, ... 
<I>~(n) = Exp2 (eee"n)) at n= 2, 3,4, ... 
o, 0 + 1, 0 + 2, ... 
etc 
Notation 2.1. For each fixed order o 2: 0 of differentiation for <I>r, the value <I>~o) is 
prescribed at each integral point n 2: o on the real axis of the complex plane. Namely, 
(2.14) 
Here we use the notation for composite multi-exponentials: 
(2.15) Exp0 (z) ·- z 
Exp1 (z) ·- Exp(z) = ez 
Exp2 (z) ·- Exp(Exp1 (z)) = e(ez) 
ExpH1 (z) ·- Exp(Exp8 (z)) = Exp8(ez). 
Hence each Exp8(z) is an entire holomorphic function in C, and, for real x 2: 0, 
Exp8(x) is monotone increasing in x > 0, and furthermore 
(2.16) 
Moreover, for each fixed o 2: 0, Exp8(rx) is monotone increasing in r for each fixed 
x > 0, and in x for each fixed r > 0. Also for fixed o 2: 1, when x > 0 
d d (2.17) dxExp8(x) =Exp8 (x)dx(Exp8_ 1(x)) > 1. 
Remark 2.2. We emphasize that in the specifications (2.13), at each fixed integral 
point z = n 2: 0, only a finite set of numerical values for <I>r and its derivatives is 
----------------
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prescribed. For instance, we observe that: 
(2.18) at n = 0 specify q>r(O) = e 
at n = 1 specify q>r(1) = Exp2 (r), q>~(1) = Exp3 (r) 
at n = 2 specify q>r(2) = Exp2 (2r), q>~(2) = Exp3 (2r), q>~(2) = Exp4 (2r) 
and at n = b we specify 
q>r(b) = Exp2 (br), q>~(b) = Exp3 (br), ... , q>~"l(fJ) = ExpH2 (6r). 
Under these circumstances the existence Theorem 2.1 applies, and henceforth we 
consider the family of entire functions { q>r I r > 0} to be well-defined. 
Our next goal is to show that the family { q>r I r > 0} is cliff-independent (over <C), 
within the differential field M. This program will be accomplished in several steps: 
The guiding idea is to examine the respective growth rates of q>r and its derivatives, for 
each r > 0, along the sequence of integral points x = n ~ 0, and to use Definition 2.1 
to demonstrate that there cannot exist a (non-trivial) polynomial identity compatible 
with the prescribed data (2.13). 
Before commencing this technical analysis it seems sensible to offer some explana-
tion for the startlingly peculiar Definition 2.1 where q>r(n) = Exp2(rn). While for a 
single fixed value of r it might appear simpler to try the value Exp1 (rn) for q>r(n), this 
approach introduces confusion when several values r 1 < r2 < · · · < re are involved in 
the polynomial algebra (e.g. ( er1n ) 2 = er2n, say for r 1 = 1, r2 = 2). 
Notation 2.2. Let F1 and F2 be complex-valued functions defined for all integers 
n > N, for some choice of N E N, and assume that F2 is non-vanishing. Then 
(2.19) 
shall mean 
(2.20) lim Fl (n) = 0. 
n-too F2 (n) 
The next two lemmas give useful estimates on the comparative rates of growth for 
the various multi-exponentials arising in Definition 2.1. 
Lemma 2.1. Fix a real number r2 > 0 and an integer 6 ~ 2, as before. Then, for all 
positive real numbers r 1 < r2 and r > 0, and for all positive integers a, b, the estimate 
obtains (for all large n E N, as in Notation 2.2 above): 
(2.21) Exp8(r2n) > > [Exp8_ 1 (rn)]a[Exp8(rln)t 
Proof. For 6 = 2 the conclusion of the lemma asserts 
(2.22) 
' I 
' 
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But (2.22) is valid because, using natural logarithms, we observe that 
which tends towards -oo as n --+ oo. 
Now proceed by mathematical induction foro ~ 2, starting with the known result 
(2.22) for o = 2. Thus fix some integer o ~ 2 and assume that the result (2.21) is 
valid for all integers in the interval [2, o]. We must then verify that 
(2.23) Exp8+1 (r2n) >> [Exp0(rn)]a[Exp8+1 (r1nW. 
But the induction hypothesis (2.21) implies that 
(2.24) lim Exp0_ 1 (rn) = 0 and lim Exp.;(r1n) = 0. 
n--roo Exp0(r2n) n--roo Exp8(r2n) 
Hence, for all sufficiently large n E N, 
1 1 (2.25) Exp0_ 1 (rn) < 3a Exp8(r2n) and Exp0(r1n) < 3b Exp8(r2n), 
and thus 
Therefore 
(2.26) 
which is equivalent to the required conclusion (2.23), and the induction argument is 
complete. D 
Lemma 2.2. Fix a real number r 2 > 0 and an integer o ~ 2, as before. Consider 
any finite (or empty) sets of positive real numbers p1 , p2 , ... Pt < r 2 , also positive real 
numbers a 1, a2, ... , 0"8 and integers 1 :::; 01, 02, ... , Os < 0. 
Then for each complex polynomial Q, in 1 + s + t indeterminates, the estimate 
obtains (for all large n EN, as in Notation 2.2 above): 
(2.27) Exp0 (r2n) > > Q(n, Exp01 (a1n), ... , Expos (asn), Exp.;(P1n), ... , Expo(Ptn)). 
Proof. We present the proof for the case s ~ 1, t ~ 1 and omit the details for the 
simpler cases where s = 0 or t = 0, that is, where some of the indicated indeterminates 
are absent. 
Because of the monotonicity of Expg(rn) in I! ~ 1 (for each fixed r > 0), and also 
in r > 0 (for each fixed I!~ 1), we can set 
(2.28) 
and note that for all n E N, 
(2.29) Exp0j (ajn) < Exp8_ 1 (rn), for j = 1, 2, ... , s. 
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Also we set 
(2.30) 
and note that 
(2.31) 
Then, upon examining each term of the polynomial Q, and using the results of the 
prior Lemma 2.1, we obtain the required conclusion (2.27). 0 
The next Theorem 2.2 is a special case of the principal Theorem 2.3. Neverthe-
less we present it separately, because of its importance, and use the proof to illus-
trate the rather complicated arguments needed in the subsequent Lemma 2.3 and 
Theorem 2.3. 
Theorem 2.2. Fix a real number r > 0 and let <Pr be an entire holomorphic function 
for z E C, with the given numerical value for <Pr(z) and its derivatives, at the integral 
points n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... as specified by <Pr(n), <P'(n), ... in (2.13) of Definition 2.1 
above. 
Then <Pr is #If-transcendental over C, (or equally well over C(z), orE, see Lemma 
1.1 above). 
Proof. Fix the entire function <Pr(z), for z E C, as in (2.13) of Definition 2.1 above; and 
let P be a non-trivial complex polynomial in the 1+6 (for some 6 2: 0) indeterminates 
{ w0 , w1, ... w 6- 1, w 6}, which we denote by 
(2.32) P( 0 1 6-1 6) w ,w , ... ,w ,w . 
We shall demonstrate that the corresponding holomorphic function 
(2.33) 
that is, this holomorphic function is not identically zero in C (and hence not vanishing 
in any non-empty open subset of the complex plane q. 
We dismiss the possibility that Pis a non-zero constant, since then (2.33) is trivial 
-and hereafter we assume that the indeterminate w6 appears explicitly in Pin (2.32). 
That is, we can express Pas a polynomial in the single indeterminate (or unknown) 
w 6 , say with degree I! 2: 1, 
(2.34) P(w0 , w\ ... ,w6) = (Be)(w6)e + (Be-1)(w6)e-1 + · · · + (B1)(w 6) + (B0), 
where the coefficients Bj, for j = 0, 1, ... , ./!are complex polynomials in (some of) the 
· · · d · { o 1 6-1} · h B ( o 1 o-1) · · 1 remammg m etermmates w , w , ... , w , w1t e w , w , ... , w non-tnv1a , 
that is Be 't 0 (Be is not the zero polynomial). 
In order to demonstrate the conclusion (2.33), it is sufficient to prove the stronger 
result: 
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Proposition (A): For the non-constant polynomial P(w0 , wl, ... , w8) of (2.32) de-
fine the corresponding function P : N --+ C obtained by the evaluation (2.33) at the 
integral points n E N as in ( 2.13) (at least for n 2: o): 
(2.35) 
Then 
(2.36) 
P(n) := P(Exp2 (rn), Exp3 (rn), ... , ExpH2 (rn)). 
lim IP(n)l = oo. 
n-too 
We first prove Proposition (A) for the case where o = 0, so 
(2.37) P(w0 ) = (Bg)[w 0 ]£ + (Bg_t)[w0]£-1 + · · · + (B1)[w0] + (B0 ), 
where the complex coefficients Bj, for j = 0, 1, ... , f 2: 1, are constants and Bg =/= 0. 
Now consider, as in (2.35) and (2.37), 
(2.38) P(n) = (Bg)[Exp2 (rn)]£ + (Bg_1)[Exp2 (rn)]£-1 + · · · + (B1)[Exp2 (rn)] + (Bo). 
Because limn-too Exp2 (rn) = oo, it is trivial that 
(2.39) Exp2 (rn) > > Bj , for each j = 0, 1, ... , f, 
and then 
(2.40) [Exp2 (rn)]£ >> (Bg_I)[Exp2 (rn)]£-1 + · · · + (BI)[Exp(rn)] + (Bo). 
Then (2.36) holds, and consequently Proposition (A) is verified for the case o = 0. 
Next examine the case o = 1, so 
(2.41) P(w0 ,w1 ) = Bg(w0)[w1]£ + Bg_1(wo)[w1]£-1 + · · · + B 1(w0)[w1] + Bo(w0 ), 
where the coefficients Bj(w0 ), for j = 0, 1, ... , f 2: 1, are complex polynomials in the 
single indeterminate w0 , and furthermore Bg(w0 ) is non-trivial. As before, write (at 
least for n 2: 1) 
(2.42) P(n) = P(<1\(n), <P~(n)) = Bg(n)[Exp3 (rnW + · · · + B1 (n)[Exp3 (rn)] + Bo(n), 
where, using the evaluations (2.13) analogously to (2.35), we denote, for n E N, 
(2.43) 
Since Bt( w 0 ) is non-trivial, either 
(i) Bg is a non-zero constant, or 
(ii) Bg( w 0 ) involves the single indeterminate w 0 explicitly, as analogous 
to P( w 0 ) of (2.37) and hence limn-too IBt( n) I = oo (compare (2.36)). 
In either case (i) or (ii) it is immediate that 
(2.44) lim inf IB(n) I > 0. 
n-too 
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Now use Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 above to conclude that 
(2.45) Exp3 (rn) >> Bj(n) for j = 0, 1, ... , C, 
so 
(2.46) [Exp3 (rn)]£ >> B£-1(n)[Exp3 (rn)]£-1 + · · · + B 1(n)[Exp3 (rn)] + Bo(n). 
Thus (2.46), combined with (2.44), show that 
lim IP(n) I = oo, 
n-+oo 
so the assertion (2.36) of Proposition (A) holds for the case 6 = 1. 
It is now clear how to proceed with the mathematical induction on the parameter 
6 2: 2, in order to prove Proposition (A) in all cases. Thus fix an integer 6. 2: 
2 and assume the induction hypothesis that (2.36) holds for each positive integer 
6 < 6.. Under these circumstances consider a non-constant complex polynomial in 
the indeterminates { w 0 , w1, ... , wt:l.-1, wtl}, so the polynomial 
(2.47) P( 0 1 .6.-1 .6.) w,w, ... ,w ,w 
involves explicitly the indeterminate w.c::.. Then P in (2.47) can be expressed as a 
polynomial in the single indeterminate w.c::., so 
(2.48) P( w 0 , w1, ... , wt:l.-1, wtl) = (Bg)[w.D.]£ + (Bg_1)[w.6.]£-1 + · .. + (B1)[w.6.] +(Eo), 
where the coefficients Bj, for j = 0, 1, ... , C 2: 1, are complex polynomials in some of 
h · · · d · { o 1 .6.-1} d f h B ( o 1 o') t e remammg m etermmates w , w , ... , w an urt er g w , w , ... , w , say 
for 6' :S 6. - 1, is non-trivial and thus subject to the induction hypothesis, provided 
Bg is non-constant. Hence we deduce 
(2.49) lim inf IBg(n) I > 0 . 
n-+oo 
As before, define for n E N, 
(2.50) 
(agreeing with the evaluation (2.33) for all n 2: 6.), and similarly just as in (2.43), 
(2.51) Bj(n) := Bj(Exp2 (rn), Exp3 (rn), ... , Exp.6.+1 (rn)) , for j = 0, 1, ... , C. 
Then using Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 as before, we conclude 
g ~ £1 ~ ~ (2.52) [Exp.6.+2 (rn)] >> Be-1(n)[Exp.6.+2 (rn)]- +· · ·+B1(n)[Exp.6.+2 (rn)]+B0 (n). 
Therefore (2.36) of Proposition (A) holds for P(n), corresponding toP in (2.48), and 
the induction is completed to prove Theorem 2.2. D 
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The induction mechanisms of Theorem 2.2 become disconcertingly complicated 
when applied to the next Lemma 2.3. In order to simplify these difficulties we shall 
introduce some special notation to clarify the arguments. 
For each non-empty, finite, ordered set of non-negative integers, say 61 , 62 , ... , 6 N ~ 
0 (without any assumptions on their relative magnitudes, and all possible N E N 
allowed), consider polynomials, with complex coefficients, say 
(2.53) 
N 
in L(l + 6j) indeterminates (or unknowns), arranged as indicated (i.e., P can 
j=1 
be interpreted as a "differential polynomiaf' with N "differential indeterminates" 
{ w~, wg, ... , w~} whose derivatives of highest order { 61, 62 , ... , 6 N}, respectively, ap-
pear explicitly in P see Remark 1.2 above). Thus we assume that for each fixed 
N E N, each of the indeterminates wt1 , w~2 , w~ appears explicitly in P - that is, 
each of these N indeterminates occurs in some term of P having a non-zero coeffi-
cient. In particular, we note that each such polynomial P is non-trivial, in fact, is 
non-constant. 
We now denote the set of all such non-constant polynomials, for specified integers 
{ 61, 62, ... , 6 N}, by 
(2.54) P{61, 62, ... '6N }, 
and the totality of all these sets, for each fixed N E N by 
(2.55) PN:= u P{61,62,···,6N}· 
{01, ... ,JN} 
In addition we set 
(2.56) P= u PN· 
NEN 
Further, for each polynomial P E PN, the height of Pis defined by 
(2.57) 
and the grade of P is 
G(P) :=card {6j = H(P) I j = 1, 2, ... , N}. 
In other words, H(P) is the greatest 6J> for j = 1, 2, ... , N, and G(P) is the number 
of these 6j which equal the greatest one. 
Lemma 2.3. Let P E PN, for a fixed N E N, be a polynomial, as in (2.53)-(2.55) 
say for {61, 62, ... , 6N }: 
(2.58) 
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Then for each ordered set {r1 , r2 , ... , rN} of distinct positive real numbers, define the 
corresponding function 
(2.59) 
(2.60) 
Then 
(2.61) 
P : n --7 P(n) for N --7 C, by 
P(n) := P(Exp2 (r1n), Exp3 (r1n), ... , Exp81 +2 (rln), ... , 
Exp2(rNn), Exp3 (rNn), ... , Exp8N+ 2 (rNn). 
lim IP(n)l = oo 
n-+oo 
Proof. First take N = 1, so P( w?, wi, . .. wf1 ) is a polynomial in P 1 , just as in (2.32) 
of Theorem 2.2 above. Then according to the proof of Theorem 2.2, especially Propo-
sition (A) with the conclusion (2.36), the limit in (2.61) holds- whatever the choice 
of the positive number {ri}. 
Accordingly we now consider N ~ 2. Using an argument by contradiction, we 
suppose that there exists a non-empty set ~ c P such that P E ~ yields, for some 
suitable set of distinct positive numbers {r1 , r2 , ... , rN }, a corresponding function 
P(n), as in (2.60), which does not have an infinite limit as n --7 oo. In other words, 
suppose 
(2.62) liminf IP(n)l < oo. 
n-+oo 
In more detail we now make the following selections: 
(a) Let N ~ 2 be the smallest integer for which PN contains a polynomial P E ~­
That is, P as in (2.58) together with some set {r1 , r2 , ... , rN} yields P(n) 
satisfying (2.62). 
(b) Let h ~ 0 be the smallest integer for which there exists P E P N, as in (a) 
above, with H(P) = h and yet (2.62) holds. 
(c) Let r ~ 1 be the smallest integer for which there exists some P E P N, 
satisfying (a) and (b) above, with G(P) = [, and yet (2.62) holds. 
Now fix a complex polynomial P E PN as in (2.58), with {r1, r2 , ... , rN }, such that 
(2.63) H(P) = h, G(P) = r 
and yet (2.62) holds. With these data in mind, examine P with given { 01 , 02 , ... , ON} 
and {r1, r2 , •.. , rN }, and define the unique integer m in 1 ~ m ~ N such that: 
(2.64) Om= H(P) , and rm = max{rj I o1 = H(P)}. 
That is, rm is the greatest among the numbers {r1} for which the corresponding 
o1 = H(P). For instance, if G(P) = 1, then there is a unique Om= H(P) and a unique 
corresponding positive number rm- otherwise take m so that rm has the largest value 
among the r1 for which o1 = max{o1 , 02, ... , oN}. 
- -- ------------------------------------------
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Now write P as a polynomial in the single indeterminate w~m, so 
(2.65) P = (Be)[w~]e + (Be-l)[w~]e-l + · · · + (Bl)[w~m] + (Bo) 
where the coefficients Bj, for j = 0, 1, ... , £ 2:: 1, are complex polynomials in the 
remaining indeterminates, upon omitting w~m (and possibly others). Furthermore 
the polynomial Be is non-trivial. 
Based on Lem~as 2.1 and 2.2 above, we can conclude that 
(2.66) 
As before, Bj(n) is defined using Bj, upon the substitutions wZ -+ ExpH2(rkn), for 
0 ::::; c5 ::::; c5k, k = 1, 2, ... , N, compare (2.51). Hence, just as in the proof of Theorem 
2.2: 
(2.67) If liminf IBe(n)l > 0, then lim IP(n)l = oo. 
n-too n-too 
The remainder of our proof rests on examining the growth of IBe(n)l. From the 
expression (2.65) it follows that one of the following four assertions must obtain: 
(i) Be is a non-zero constant, 
(ii) Be E Pn, for some n :S N- 1 (say upon suitably renumbering the differential 
invariants) 
(iii) Be E PN with H(Be) < h, 
(iv) Be E PN with H(Be) = h and G(P) < r· 
Thus in any of these cases, the specifications for P E PN, and the conditions (a) 
(b) (c) above, assert that Be(w~, ... , wo;), with any selection of N distinct positive 
numbers {rj}, must yield a corresponding function Be(n) which is either a constant 
or else 
(2.68) lim IBe(n) I = oo. 
n-too 
In any case 
(2.69) lim inf IBe(n) I > 0, 
n-too 
and thus 
(2.70) lim I P ( n) I = oo. 
n-too 
But (2.70) contradicts the defining property (2.62) for P and P(n). Thus our initial 
supposition at the start of the proof of this lemma, that ~ C P is non-empty, is 
contradicted. 
Therefore we conclude that~ C Pis indeed empty, and every polynomial P E PN 
must satisfy the required conclusion (2.61) - and this is valid for every N E N. D 
We can now assert and demonstrate our principal theorem. 
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Theorem 2.3. The family of entire junctions (see Definition 2.1 and Remark 2.2 
above) 
(2.71) 
is diff-independent over C (or, equally well, over C( z) or JE). Therefore the differential 
transcendence degree of M over <C (or, equally well, over C( z) or lE, see Theorem 1. 2) 
is the cardinality of the continuum: 
(2.72) Diff-Trans 8°M/<C =c. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 each finite subfamily 
(2. 73) { <I>r 1 , <I>r2 , ••• , <I>rN} for distinct positive numbers { r1, r2, ... , r N }, 
is cliff-independent over C (and hence over <C(z) or lE, see Lemma 1.1 in Section 1 
above). Thus the family (2.71) is cliff-independent over C, and can be augmented to 
form a cliff-transcendence basis forM over C. Therefore 
(2.74) Diff-Trans 8° M/C 2: card {<I>rlr > 0} =c. 
However, M is the quotient field of the ring of all entire holomorphic functions in 
C (each of which is defined by a complex power series). This demonstrate that 
(2.75) card M =c. 
Hence 
Diff-Trans 8°M/<C = c, 
as asserted in the theorem. 0 
As a concluding remark we observe that there is no claim that the family 
{ <I>r ir > 0} constitutes a cliff-transcendence basis for M over <C; the Theorem 2.3 
merely asserts that it is part of such a basis. 
APPENDIX A. THE GAMMA AND ZETA FUNCTIONS 
In 1887 0. Holder proved [4] that the Euler gamma function, r EM, where 
(A.1) f(z) = 1oo e-ttz- 1dt for Re z > 0, 
satisfies no polynomial (algebraic) ordinary differential equation with coefficients in 
C(z). In the terminology of this current paper: 
Theorem A.l. (Holder) The Euler gamma function r E M is di.ff-transcendental 
over C( z). (or, equally well, over <C or lE, as in Lemma 1.1 above). 
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In this Appendix we extend the methods of Holder to apply to the Riemann zeta 
function, ( E M, where 
(A.2) 
00 1 
((z) = ""'-L.....t nz 
n=l 
for Re z > 1, 
and then to several related meromorphic functions. 
Lemma A.l. Let qj EM be diff-transcendental over C (or, equally well, over C(z) 
or IE). Then the functions 
(A.3) w(z) := gj(az +b) , a =f. 0 and bE C, 
and 
(A.4) x(z) := gj(sin az) a =f. 0 inC, 
are each in M, and further each is diff-transcendental over C. 
Proof. Since qj E M is the quotient of two entire holomorphic functions, so are W and 
x; which shows that both w and x E M. 
Suppose w is cliff-algebraic over C, so then there exists a non-trivial polynomial 
expression 
(A.5) 
with complex coefficients, in 1 + t5 ~ 1 indeterminates (say, with w6 appearing explic-
itly in P), such that the meromorphic function 
(A.6) P(\ll(z), w'(z), ... , w(6)(z) = 0, for all z E C. 
But in this case 
(A.7) P(gj(az +b), agj'(az +b), ... , a6gj6(az +b))- 0 
and hence, for all z E C, 
(A.8) P(gj(z), agj'(z), ... , a6q>(6)(z)) = 0. 
Since a =f. 0, the assertion in (A.8) yields a non-trivial polynomial differential 
equation with qj as a solution, which is impossible since qj is cliff-transcendental over 
C. This contradiction shows that w EM must be cliff-transcendental over C. 
Next consider the meromorphic function x, where 
x ( z) = qj (sin az) , for z E C. 
As before, suppose that x is cliff-algebraic over C, so there then exists a non-trivial 
polynomial expression, say P(w0, w1, ... , w6) as in (A.5), with 
(A.9) P(x(z), x'(z), ... , x(6)(z)) = 0, for z E C. 
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In this case, for each z E C, 
(A.lO) 
do 
P (<I> (sin az) , a cos az <I>' (sin az), ... , dzo <I> (sin az)) = 0. 
Now define the holomorphic map (near z = 0, t = 0) 
(A.ll) z -t t : = sin az , 
by which some small disk Bc: { t It! < c}, c > 0, in the complex t-plane is the 
topological image of an open neighborhood U of z = 0 in the complex z-plane. Thus 
for each number t E Bc: there exists a unique number z E U such that sin az = t, and 
we write z = a-1 arcsin t. Moreover 
(A.12) cos az = .Jl=t2, with Re .Jl=t2 > 0, 
and we note that .Jl=t2 is then a meromorphic function in Bc:, so .Jl=t2 E Mc:, 
where Mc: is the differential field of all meromorphic functions in Bc:. 
With this notation we can re-write (A.lO) as a polynomial differential equation 
(A.l3) P(<I>(t), a.Jl=t2 <I>'(t), ... ) = 0, fortE Bc:, 
where the left side of (A.l3) is a polynomial in {<I>(t),<I>'(t), ... ,<I>(8)(t)} with coeffi-
cients in the differential field C < t, .Jl=t2 > c Me. Further, the coefficient of <I>( o) ( t) 
is a8 (1 - t2 ) 812 =/:. 0, so we conclude that <I> is cliff-algebraic over C (t, .Jl=i2) c Mc:. 
But C(t, .J1- t 2) is cliff-algebraic over C C Me, so we conclude that <I>(t) is a solution 
of some polynomial differential equation 
(A.14) Pc:(<I>(t), <I>'(t), ... , <r>Wl(t)) = 0, fortE Bc:, 
for some integer b' ~ 0, where Pc: has constant coefficients. However <I> is meromorphic 
in the entire complex plane, so 
(A.l5) Pc:(<I>(t), <I>'(t), ... , <I>(8l(t)) = 0, fortE C, 
which contradicts the hypothesis that <I> is cliff-transcendental over C. 
Therefore we have proved that x is cliff-transcendental over C, as required. 0 
Theorem A.2. The Riemann zeta function, ( E M, is diff-transcendental over C 
(and, equally well, over C(z) and IE). 
Proof. The f-function (A.1) and the (-function (A.2) are related by the functional 
equation [14][19], 
(A.16) 7rZ ((1- z) = 2(27r)-z cos 2 r(z)((z), z E C. 
Suppose, contrary to the theorem, that ((z) is cliff-algebraic over C. Then, by 
Lemma A.1, ((1- z) is also cliff-algebraic over C, and hence over C(z) and IE. 
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Since 2e-zln 21r cos 1r2z E JE, the functional equation (A.16) implies that f(z) is cliff-
algebraic over JE, which contradicts Holder's Theorem A.1 above. Therefore, we 
conclude that ((z) must be cliff-transcendental over C. 0 
In the discussions leading up to the next theorem we follow closely the methods 
of Holder. We shall be concerned with a pair of meromorphic functions {x(z), f(z)}, 
each cliff-transcendental over C, and satisfying 
(A.17) x(z + 1) = x(z) and r(z + 1) = zf(z); 
for instance take x(z) = ((sin 21rz) and the Euler f-function. Theorem A.3 asserts 
that {x(z), r(z)} are then cliff-independent over c, that is, 
(A.18) Diff-Trans Ei C < x, r > jC = 2 
or 
(A.19) Diff-Trans &0 <C < z, x, r > j<C < z >= 2. 
Suppose, to the contrary, that there exists a polynomial expression (non-trivial) 
(A.20) P( 0 1 m 0 1 n ) v,v, ... ,v ,w,w, ... ,w,z, 
with complex coefficients, involving (1 + m) + (1 + n) + 1 indeterminates (for various 
integers m ~ 0, n ~ 0 for different polynomials), such that for all z E <C 
(A.21) P(x(z), x'(z), ... , x(ml(z), f(z), f'(z), ... , r(nl(z), z) = 0. 
It is no restriction to assume that both (vm) and (wn) appear explicitly in Pin (A.21), 
since each of x and r is individually cliff-transcendental over <C(z). 
Now denote by 9J1 the set of all such non-trivial polynomial expressions Pin (A.20) 
(for all possible choices of the integers m ~ 0, n ~ 0), for which the corresponding 
meromorphic function of (A.21) vanishes in C. The conclusion of Theorem A.3 is 
that this set 9J1 is empty (for all choices of m ~ 0, n ~ 0), and we shall proceed by 
contradiction supposing that 9J1 is non-empty. The first step in the proof presented 
below is to define a unique polynomial expression F0 E 9J1, which is of minimal type 
in a certain specified sense. 
Again consider a polynomial expression P E 9J1 as in (A.20), say 
P( 0 1 m 0 1 n ) v,v, ... ,v ,w,w, ... ,w,z, 
with complex coefficients in (1 + m) + (1 + n) + 1 indeterminates, and with (vm) 
and ( wn) both appearing explicitly (with positive exponents) in P, and we often 
abbreviate this by referring to the two "differential indeterminates" ( v, w): hence 
P(v,w,z), with v = {v0 ,v1 , ... ,vm},w = {w 0 ,w\ ... ,wn}. 
Consider P(v, w, z) as a polynomial in v, w with coefficients in <C(z), and denote the 
corresponding terms by (using compressed notation for ( v )J.L ( w) 11 , etc.) 
(A.22) AJ.L,v(z)(v)J.L(wt = AJ.LOJ.Ll···J.Lmvov1 ... vJz)(v0 )J.Lo ... (vm)J.Lm(w 0 t 0 ••• (wntn, 
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according to the exponents (p, v) (non-negative integers). Then order these terms of 
P lexocographically by first lin, then lln-l ... , then v0 ; then J-lm, ... , then f-lo· That 
is, for exponents (j, k) =I= (p, v) for two different terms, set 
(A.23) (j' k) > (p, ll) 
just in case the last non-zero number in the finite sequence 
(A.24) 
is positive (allow zero exponents so that all (1 + m) + (1 + n) indeterminates are 
recorded in both terms), otherwise (j, k) < (p, v) when this last non-zero number is 
negative. 
Definition A.l. Consider a polynomial expression as in (A.20) 
with complex coefficients and in (1 + m) + (1 + n) + 1 indeterminates, such that (vm) 
and ( wn) appear explicitly (with positive exponents) and such that (A .17) and (A. 21) 
hold, so then 
(A.25) P(v, w, z) E 9Jt 
Each term A1.w(z)(v)t~-(wt has the height (p, v) (for exponents that are non-negative 
integers). Now choose the unique term of P, 
(A.26) 
of maximal height (according to the ordering (A.22) (2.23)) and denote this as the 
leading term of P. 
Then define the height of P to be the height (j, k) of its leading term. 
Definition A.2. Give functions x and r as in (A.17), and consider the (non-empty) 
set 9J1 of all (non-trivial) polynomial expressions P satisfying (A.20) and (A.21), as 
in Definition A.1 above. Then there exists a unique minimal height, say (J, k) among 
all polynomial expressions in m, and we define the set 
----9J1c9J1 
(A.27) 5R := {P(v, w, z) E m11 height P = (J, k)}. 
That is, the leading term of each P E 5Ji is the minimal possible height (j, k) of 
leading terms of polynomials in m1. Since (j, k) = (]0] 1 ... Jm, k0k1 ... k-n), the integers 
m ~ 0, n ~ 0 are also fixed for all polynomials in m. 
Further, define the subset m10 C 5Ji as those polynomial expressions, say 
P(v, w, z) E 5Ji 
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with leading terms Ay,k(z)(v)J(w)k, such that the degree of the coefficient Ajk(z), zs 
---the minimum amongst all such polynomial expressions arising in 9JL. 
Lemma A.2. Give functions x, r and examine the sets 
---(A.28) 9Jlo C 9Jl C 9Jl (non-empty), 
as in Definitions A.l and A.2 above. Then there exists a unique polynomial expression 
(A.29) F0 (u, w, z) E 9Jl0 , 
whose leading term, say for simplicity of notation, 
(A.30) 
has a monic polynomial coefficient A0 ( z), (the coefficient of the highest power of z in 
A0 (z) is 1). 
Furthermore, for each F( v, w, z) E 951, there exists a unique polynomial Q(z) such 
that 
(A.31) F(v, w, z) = Q(z)F0 (v, w, z). 
---Proof. Assuming 9Jl is non-empty, it follows directly that 9Jl and 9J10 are each non-
empty, since the required minima are over well-ordered sets. Hence, under these 
conditions, there exists some 
(A.32) Fo(v, w, z) = A0 (z)(v)1(w)k +... E 9J10 , 
with A0 (z) a monic polynomial of minimal degree. 
Let 
(A.33) F(v, w, z) = B(z)( v)I (w)k + ... ---E 9J1, 
so both F0 and F have the same height (], k). Since 
(A.34) 8° A0 (z) :::; 8° B(z), 
we use the division algorithm to obtain 
(A.35) B(z) = Q(z)A0 (z) + R(z-), 
where Q(z) is the unique quotient polynomial, and the remainder polynomial satisfies 
(A.36) R(z) = 0 or 8° R(z) < 8° A0 (z) . 
Now define the polynomial expression 
(A.37) F*(v, w, z) := F(v, w, z)- Q(z)Fo(v, w, z). 
Then, as in (A.21) (with the usual abbreviations) 
(A.38) F*(x(z), ((z), z) = 0, 
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and hence either F* = 0 is trivial, or F* E Wl. But 
F*(v, w, z) = R(z)(v)J(w)k + lower height terms, 
so either F* = 0 is trivial, or F* E Wf. However in either case of (A.36), noting the 
properties of A0 (z), we see that F* cannot belong to Wf, and hence F* 0 and so 
(A.39) F ( v, w, z) = Q ( z) F0 ( v, w, z) . 
Finally we note the uniqueness of F0 E 9Jl0 enforced by the monic polynomial A0 ( z) 
in the leading term A0 (z)(v)1(w)k. Because, suppose F(v,w,z) of (A.33) satisfies 
FE Wl0 , so 
(A.40) 8° B(z) = 8° A0 (z), with B(z) monic. 
Then (A.35) applied to this special case demonstrates that Q(z) 1, so by (A.39) 
we find that 
(A.41) F ( v, w, z) = Fo ( v, w, z). 
0 
-Definition A.3. Give x, r and the sets 9Jl0 c 9Jl c Wl, as in Definition A.2 above. 
Assume that 9Jl is non-empty and let F0 ( v, w, z) be the unique polynomial expression 
in 9]10 with leading term A0 (z)(v)J(w)k, and with 8° A(z) a minimum, as in Lemma 
A.2. 
Then define F0 (v, w, z) as the minimal polynomial expression in Wl. 
Remark A.l. On the minimal polynomial F0 (v, w, z). 
(a) In the multi-exponent (J.L, v) = (J.Lo, ... , f.Lm, vo, ... , vn) of (A.22) each compo-
nent is a non-negative integer; however, J.Lm 2: 1, and Vn 2: 1, for some terms 
in order that x and renter explicitly into P(u,v,z) E 9J1 in (A.21), as de-
manded by Holders Theorem A.1 and also Theorem A.2 above. This holds in 
particular for F0 (u, v, z). 
(b) The minimal polynomial F0 ( v, w, z) is prime in the ring of all polynomials in 
( v, w, z). That is, there is no polynomial factorization 
(A.42) F0 (v, w, z) = G(v, w, z)H(v, w, z). 
excepting the trivial case where one of G or H is a constant in C. 
To demonstrate this assertion suppose there is a non-trivial factorization (A.42) 
with both G(v, w, z) and H(v, w, z) non-constant polynomials. Because we have 
Fo(x(z), f(z), z) = 0 for z E C (as in A.21)), we note that 
G(x(z), f(z), z)H(x(z), f(z), z) = 0 for z E C. 
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Then G(x(z), r(z), z) _ 0 on some closed subset of<C, and similarly for H(x(z), f(z), z). 
But the complex plane C is not the union of two closed nowhere dense subsets, so, 
say 
(A.43) G(x(z), r(z), z) _ 0 
on some non-empty open set in C, and therefore for all z E <C. This implies that 
G(v, w, z) E 9Jl. 
Let the leading term of G(v,w,z) be A(z)(v)Y(w)k, so the height (],k):::; (j,k) 
according to (A.42). This implies that]=) and k = k, and moreover H = H(z) 
depends on z alone. Thus G(v, w, z) E fiR, and further from (A.42) 
(A.44) A0 (z) = A(z)H(z) 
But this contradicts the construction of 
Fo(v,w,z) = A0 (z)(v)J(w)k + ... , 
with 8° A0 (z) minimal within polynomials of M, as in Definition A.2. Consequently 
F0 ( v, w, z) is a prime polynomial expression, as asserted. 
In particular, F0 (v, w, z) is not divisible (within the corresponding polynomial ring) 
by any of the factors 
(A.45) 01 m 01 n r tr. v , v , ... , v , w , w , ... , w , or z - a 10r a E "-'· 
Lemma A.3. Give functions x, r and the sets 
---9Jlo C 9Jl C 9Jl (non-empty) 
as in Lemma A.2. Let the unique minimal polynomial expression, as in Definition 
A.3, be 
(A.46) v ( ) A ( ) ( o))o ( 1))1 ( m))"' ( O)ko ( n)k" + ro v, w, z = o z v v ... v w ... w ... , 
or in abbreviated notation 
(A.47) ..., k Fo(v, w, z) = A0 (z)vlw + ... , 
where the two differential indeterminates are 
(A.48) o 1 m v={v ,v , ... ,v} o 1 n w= {w ,w , ... ,w} 
and the multi-exponents are 
(A.49) 
Then F0 (v, w, z) satisfies the Fundamental Functional Identity: 
(A. 50) D ( 0 1 0 n ~ n-1 l) K D ( ) ro v,zw ,zw +w , ... ,zw +nw ,z+ =z ro v,w,z 
where 
~ ~ ~ 
(A.51) K = ko + k1 + · · · + kn. 
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Proof. The minimal polynomial expression F0 ( v, w, z) is nullified by the pair of func-
tions x, r so 
(A.52) Fo(x(z), x'(z), ... , xCml(z), f(z), f'(z), ... , rCnl(z), z) = 0, for z E C, 
(Here we write m form, and n for n, to simplify the notation in this proof). 
Now replace z by z + 1, and use the functional equations 
(A. 53) x(z + 1) = x(z) ' r(z + 1) = zr(z) 
to obtain, for z E C, 
(A. 54) 
and 
x'(z + 1) = x'(z), x"(z + 1) = x"(z), ... 'x(m)(z + 1) = x(m)(z), 
(A.55) f'(z + 1) = zf'(z) + f(z), f"(z + 1) = zf"(z) + 2f'(z), 
rC3l (z + 1) = zfC3l (z) + 3f" (z), ... , rCn) (z + 1) = zrCn) (z) + nrCn-1) (z). 
(note: let u = z + 1 so compute 
r(u)lu=z+l = zr(z), ~lu=z+1~~ = r'(z + 1) = zf'(z) + r(z), etc.) 
Hence (A.52) now yields, upon replacing z by z + 1, 
(A.56) 
Fo(x(z), x' (z), ... , X(m) (z), zf(z), zf' (z) + f(z), ... , zrCn) (z) + nrCn-1) (z), z + 1) := 0. 
But (A.56) shows that the polynomial expression 
(A. 57) F~( ) ·- D ( 0 1 m 0 1 + 0 n + n-1 + 1) v,w,z .-ro v ,v , ... ,v ,zw ,zw w , ... ,zw nw ,z 
i~ nullified by the pair of functions x, r. Thus the non-trivial polynomial expression 
F belongs to 9J1, 
(A. 58) F(v,w,z) E 9J1. 
We verify that F(v, w, z) is non-trivial, and furthermore that its height is (j, k), 
which is the same as the height of the leading term of F0 ( v, w, z) as is displayed in 
(A.46) and (A.47). This indeed will guarantee that 
(A. 59) F(v, w, z) E 9J1. 
The terms of F(v, w, z) include those that arise from the leading term of F0 (v, w, z), 
namely 
(A.60) 
upon the substitution z -t z + 1, as in (A. 56) (A.57). That is, examine the terms 
arising in F(v, w, z) from 
(A.61) 
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and note that each such term is a product of monomials, including one selected from 
each of the displayed binomial powers. We shall analyse this calculation in some 
detail, because it illustrates a rather general process used again later in the proof of 
Theorem A.3. below. 
We first find the term of greatest height among those terms arising in (A.61). Now 
(wn) enters into (A.61) only within the factor (zwn + nwn-1)kn and there its highest 
power is found in (zwn)kn = zkn(wn)kn_ In accord with the sense of order introduced 
in (A.23) above, we next seek the highest power of (wn- 1) within 
Ao(z + l)(vo)Yo ... (vm)Jm(zwO)ko ... (zwn-1 + (n _ 2)wn-2)kn-1(zwnln, 
which occurs only in (zwn- 1 )kn-1. Next keep (zwn- 1 )kn-1 (zwn)kn and seek the highest 
power of ( wn-2) in 
Ao(z + l)(vo)Yo ... (vm)Jm(zwo) ... (zwn-2 + (n _ 3)wn-3)kn-2(zwk-1)kn-1(zwn)kn_ 
Upon repeating this selection of highest powers of wn, wn-1, wn-2, ... , w\ w0 (and 
noting that v enters without changes at the ending of the ordering), we obtain the 
terms with greatest height of F(v, w, z) that arises from (A.61), namely, 
(A.62) 
where K = k0 + k1 + k2 + · · · + kn. This term has the height (i, k) which is the same 
as the height of F0 (v, w, z). 
However, we must also consider briefly the terms of F ( v, w, z) that arise from the 
other terms of lesser height in F0 (v, w, z) - upon the substitution z -+ z + 1. If we 
consider any other (non-leading) term of F0 (v, w, z), say of height (p,, v) < (i, k), 
and repeat the previous argument, then we are led to terms of F(v, w, z) that are 
of height (p,, v) or less. Therefore (A.62) is indeed the leading term of F(v, w, z), so 
we have proved the assertion (A.59). That is, the height of F(v, w, z) is (i, k) and 
F(v, w, z) E 9Ji. 
By Lemma A.2 there exists a polynomial D(z) such that 
(A.63) F(v, w, z) = D(z)F0 (v, w, z), 
and consequently, from (A.62), 
(A.64) zK A0 (z + 1) = D(z)Ao(z). 
Since A 0 ( z) is monic, we find that 
(A.65) 8° D(z) = K and D(z) is monic. 
Hence D(z) has the form 
(A.66) D(z) = zK + lower order terms . 
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In order to complete the proof of the Fundamental Functional Identity (A.50), we 
need only show that D(z) has no factor (z- a) for a# 0. 
For this purpose we now introduce a rational transformation of variables ( v, w, z) --+ 
( v, q, t) into the formula (A.63), or 
(A.67) F0 (v, zw0 , zw1 + w0 , ... , zwn + nwn-1, z + 1) = D(z)Fo(v, w0 , w\ ... , wn, z). 
Define q = (q0 , ql, ... , qn) and t E C by 
z+1=t , z=t-1 
zwn-1 + (n- 1)wn-2 = qn-1 
o qo 
w =--
t-1 
q1- w 0 w1 = ..:....__ _ 
t-1 
q1(t- 1)- q0 
(t- 1)2 
n-1 qn-1 - (n- 1)wn-2 
w =-=----____;'--_.:....__ 
t-1 
(t- 1)2 
where Q0 = q0 , Q1 = q1 j(t- 1) - q0 , ... , Qn = polynomial in q and t. Then (A.67) 
becomes the identity 
(A.68) F0 (v,q0 ,ql, ... ,qn,t) = D(t-1)Fo(v,~, ( Q1 )2 , ... , ( Q1) +1 ,t-1) t-1 t-1 t- n 
Note that the rational function on the right side is a polynomial in t -1, t~01 , (t~~)2, 
... ' (t-~)n+l' and v. 
Then there exists an integer J ;::: 0 for which 
(A.69) G(v, qo, q1' ... 'qn, t) := (t- 1)J Fo(v, t ~o 1' (t ~11)2 ' ... ' (t -Q1)n+l 't- 1) 
is a polynomial in v, q, t. That is, we obtain the polynomial identity, from (A.68), 
( t - 1) 1 F0 ( v, q, t) = D ( t - 1) G ( v, q, t) . 
We recall that F0 (v, q, t) has no factor t - a for a E C, see Remark A.1 above. 
Therefore D(t- 1)G(v, q, t) can be divisible (within polynomial algebra) by t- a 
only when a= 1. This implies that D(t- 1) is a power of (t- 1), or 
(A.70) D(t- 1) = (t- 1)K so D(z) = zK. 
Therefore we have proved the validity of the Fundamental Function Identity (A.67) 
in the required format of (A.50) and (A.51): 
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0 
We finally prove the main Theorem of this Appendix. 
Theorem A.3. Let x and r be meromorphic functions in M, and assume that each 
is diff-transcendental over <C (or, equally well, over <C( z) or E). Further assume the 
functional equations hold 
(A.71) x(z + 1) = x(z) and f(z + 1) = zf(z), for z E <C. 
Then the pair x, r are diff-independent over <C (or, equally well, over C( z) or E, see 
Lemma 1.1 in Section 1 above). 
Proof. Let P( v0 , v1 , ... , vm, w0 , w1 , ... , wn, z) be a polynomial expression, with com-
plex coefficients, in (1 + m) + (1 + n) + 1 indeterminates (or, equally well, in two 
differential indeterminates v, w and with coefficients in the field C( z)). Assume that 
P is nullified by the pair X, f according to 
(A.72) P(x(z), x'(z), ... , X(m)(z), r(z), f'(z), ... , f(n)(z), z) - 0, for z E C. 
Then we must demonstrate that the polynomial expression P is trivial, (all coefficients 
are zero, or, equally well, P = 0 as a polynomial function in (1 + m) + (1 + n) + 1 
independent complex variables). 
We proceed by contradiction and suppose that there exists a non-trivial polynomial 
expressiOn 
(A.73) P( 0 1 m 0 1 n ) v,v, ... ,v ,w,w, ... ,w,z 
satisfying the condition of (A. 72), and we consider the set 
(A.74) 9J1 = {P(v, w, z), nontrivial polynomials satisfying (A.72)(A.73)}. 
We shall suppose that 9Jt is non-empty and from this derive a contradiction. 
Following the discussions from (A.17) through (A.70), especially Definitions A.1, 
A.2, A.3, and Lemmas A.2, A.3, we consider the non-empty sets 
---(A.75) 9Jto C 9J1 C 9Jt, 
and the corresponding minimal polynomial expression 
(A.76) F0 (v, w, z) E 9J1 (with height (i, k)) 
which satisfies the Fundamental Functional Identity 
(A.77) 
with 
D ( 0 1 0 n ~ n-1 1) - K D ( ) ro v, zw , zw + w , ... , zw + nw , z + = z ro v, w, z 
~ ~ ~ 
(A.78) K = ko + k1 + · · · + kn, 
as in Lemma 3A, in particular (A.50), (A.51). 
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Now w0 is not a factor of F0 ( v, w, z) and so some of the terms of F0 ( v, w, z) do 
not contain w 0 explicitly, moreover these terms are precisely the non-zero terms of 
F0 (v,O,w 1, w2 , ... ,wn,z). Hence F0 (v,O,wl,w2, ... ,wn,z) is a non-trivial polyno-
mial and we now consider (A. 77) with w0 = 0, namely 
( A '"'"g) D ( 0 1 2 2 1 n ~ n-1 1) K D ( 0 1 n ) .1-l.. ( r 0 v, , ZW , zw + W , ... , zw + n W , z + = Z r o V, 1 W , ... , V , z . 
Consider the leading term of the polynomial designated by either side of (A.79). 
For instance, 
(A.80) 
Fo(v,O,w1,w2, .. . ,wn,z) = C(z)(vO)~-to ... (vm)1-Lm(w1tl(w2t2 ... (wntn + ... 
(note: w0 = 0 does not change the order of the preceeding wn, wn-1, ... , wl, and 
the subsequent vm' ... ) v0 ' and here we write m for m, and n for n, for notational 
simplicity). Then 
(A.81) ,Fo(v, 0, zw1, zw2 + 2w\ ... , zwn + nwn-1, z + 1) = 
C(z + l)(v)1-Lzvl+-··+vn(w1tl(w2t2 ... (wntn + ... 
Here the calculation for the leading term in (A.81) follows the same argument as 
(A.61) and (A.62) in Lemma A.3 above. 
Then (A.79) shows that, referring to (A.80) and (A.81), 
(A.82) C(z + l)zv1+v2+-·+vn = zKC(z). 
Therefore 
(A.83) 
and the polynomial C ( z) satisfies 
(A.84) C(z + 1) = C(z) , for z E C 
From (A.84) it follows that C(z) is a constant of C, 
(A.85) C(z) = C =1- 0. 
Then, from (A.80), 
(A.86) F0 (v, 0, w1, ... , wn, z) = (C)(v)1-L(w1t 1 ... (wntn + lower height terms. 
Upon setting z = 1 in (A.86), we obtain, 
(A.87) Fo(v, 0, w1, ... , wn,-1) = (C)(v)1L(w1t 1 ••• (wntn + .... 
(with same lower height terms - but with z replaced by 1). 
Hence (A.87) asserts that 
(A.88) F0 (v, 0, w\ w2 , ... , wn, 1) 
is a non-trivial polynomial. 
But the Fundamental Functional Identity (A.77), with z = 0, asserts 
(A.89) F0 (v,O,w0 ,2w\ ... ,nwn-1,1) = 0. 
.. 
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Thus, (A.87) and (A.89) demonstrate that the same polynomial is non-trivial and 
also trivial. This establishes the contradiction denying the existence of the mini-
mal polynomial F0 , and proving that the set 9Jl of (A. 74) necessarily is empty, as 
demanded in the theorem. 0 
The following two corollaries are now straightforward consequences of Theorem A.3. 
Corollary A.l. Let x and f in Theorem A.3 be specified: 
x(z) =((sin 27rz) , using the Riemann zeta function of (A.2), 
and 
f(z), Euler gamma function of (A.1). 
Then the pair 
((sin27rz) and f(z) 
are diff-independent over <C (or, equally well, over C( z) or 1E). 
Therefore 
(A.90) Diff-Trans 8° <C < ((sin27rz),f(z) > j<C = 2. 
Corollary A.2. Let X and f in Theorem A.3 be specified: 
x(z) = r(sin 27rz) 
and 
f(z), Euler gamma function of (A.J). 
Then the pair 
f(sin27rz) and f(z) 
are diff-independent over <C (or, equally well, over C(z) or 1E). 
Therefore 
(A.91) Diff-Trans 8° <C < f(sin 27rz), f(z) > j<C = 2. 
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